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CHAIRMAN ALAN ROBBINS: 9:30 having arrived, let me welcome everyone to what is the
hearing of the Senate

Claims and Corporations Committee on the

Prop. 103.
Let me

the

usual. I had a neighbor who had his stereo

As I said, this is our

at a very loud volume until

cat at 3:00 or 3:30 in the morning. So

a cat chose to fend off an
than usual. Please bear

of this Committee is
the
more tired or more irritable

me.

103.

hearing on the implementation of

many

insurance companies continue to take actions that are contrary to the laws that were enacted bv the
voters in November. Many of us had hoped that the passage of Prop. 103 would cause the automobile
insurance industry to react responsibly and reasonably. It has not. Every time we solve
another appears. Every time we get one step forward, the industry pushes us back an

distance.

Rates are still climbing. The largest insurer in America and in California, State Farm Mutual
Insurance Company, resorted to illegal practices which had the effect of

ralSin~Z

msurance :rates

new

policyholders. When action was taken against State Farm, the company
then increased rates for all policyholders, existing and new.

This hundred million dollar

increase will be challenged at the hearing of the Insurance Commissioner on March

rate
The State

Farm rate increase by the Department, however, is not yet public even though the
Proposition 103 mandate that all rate increases are found to be public.
Upon our inquiry to the Department about the precise times of rate

the

informed my staff they could not give us that information because it was protected;
publicly released.

The first I heard of this proposed rate increase was when I

"'"'~a.....

about the State Farm P.R. statement announcing the rate increase to the
after the increase, we were still not having any opportunity to verify the extent of the increase
we had

opportunity

to determine the impact of individual ZIP codes, many

increases to substantially exceed 9.6 percent. Other auto insurance companies are
the-board rate increases, but the Department has thus far declined to identify these
clear to me that automobile insurance companies are callously and arrogantly
people.
Our Committee will continue to disclose illegal and improper actions by insurance
We'll monitor them for as long as necessary. A recent poll shows the majority of the
the insurance companies will not be required to comply with the rate reduction
Proposition 103. That is not surprising since over the past few months insurance consumers of
have received rate increases and not rate decreases. The people of California have a right to insist
that the rate

found to be public may be available according to procedures of
-1-

review established under

103.

P'l"mv'""'

Let me take a minute to elaborate on that

The

of C

insurance rates should be :reduced. The people of California voted that insurance
:required to renew

uuu~...n::~.

The people of California voted that the information

be conducted publicly. They voted for a number of other provisions as well.

With the exception of two
Supreme Court of the

the rate increase provision and the

of California has ordered into effect all the
sure

Insurance

Farm will back that

make these increases because of increased costs. To the extent that the insurance
facts to back that up,

should not be afraid of putting those facts out in

representative isn't here

When she

that the Commissioner is taking some

here, I will be .,...,,.,.u.""'
and courageous actions

them against the illegal practice that State Farm is engaging.

a.~a.u.J.<>

Travelers Insurance to

And

the information out and
we

available to the public can only be to the benefit of this dialogue. If we fail to do

that what's going on is a temporary P.R. talk with insurance companies that all we need to do is weather
the storm for a little while, and after they do that, that the

that are

away and they can go back to business as usual in California.
We all need to work together, first, to stabilize the industry and to

control of the situation and

then, in the long-run, to make the kinds of reforms in the system that will make auto

affordable

on a long-term basis. If we do not continue to make it clear to all the insurance
going to be required to follow the law and they're going to be required to comnlv with p..,.....,.., ........ ,

1

then their will to help us make those long-term reforms will weaken. Their resolve will not
the solution that California needs if we're going to restore some degree of
The hearing today will focus on two aspects of the issue. We would ask all the
today, as much as possible, to zero in on these two aspects: First, the

of the State

increase on policyholders and whether or not the increase will be reviewed
second, the impact of the Coastal insolvency and what it

of Pronosi

additional price increases to California policyholders. It's been
Coastal 1988's
t:Ad.Ul!Ut::

that

access

that

with the parent company, Coastal Insurance and

<::Ull:::jSd.U

Attached to the
with the
question of the

statement is a letter from Consumers Union to the
and an opinion we requested from the
access provisions in Proposition 103. It states that the rollback is

in

I'll quote in the middle of the third paragraph:
"However, the Department of Insurance has the authority to review any new or
under the 'excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory' standard of Insurance
section 1861.05, subdivision (a). While the Insurance Commissioner's
is not
required for rate changes, Insurance Code section 1861.05, subdivision
does
that a
company intending to change a rate file an application with the commissioner. Pursuant to
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that

information

"

commissioner in the
that

I

statement from the

Legislative Counsel as

General

Department will be able to use that as a basis to make

of the

filings public.
Commissioner Char Mathias.

I note the presence of

will be

Senator

With me is

as will
into it.

opening

you, Senator Robbins. I would like to do a little --say

SENATOR CECIL GREEN:

what I see happening. And we

of words. Number one is this

the

own Department, and I find that horrendous.

information that we need
people in agencies,

been able to

r~~'""''""

this committee -And everyone

in

glove with each other to

out this horrendous mess

should be open. Part of

that there is supposed to be openness as

as

blocking that information that we need very

insurance and I can't see any
The second

stay with that point, Cecil, that I do not believe the

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
has been

through the opening statement that the staff

information.

toned it down to several

in the Department because I was

nature. I'm trying to restore the

-- l'm a

person

relationship that we had historically with the

I also do feel that the Commissioner has done several of the things we've asked her

ent. And

do.

be publicly commended for

have before done that, and it's my

with the, given these

will respond by using these opinions as the basis

to

that the Deoartment

information available.
hearing, with a presumption of innocence on the

So, I want to start, at least for
Department and a clean
clean

for

unun!J

together. And we hope that the Commissioner

some numbers on the board to

to

sun shine in, as the old song
SENATOR GREEN: I

say.
with Senator Robbins. The Department has been

would like to see some

changes.

Department.

the complaints, they're more timely

Number
and

third

that I would

of these companies,
going to have because
.t.t:gnu.auon on the

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
David Roberti. He has many issues

some

Number one is more information
.a.c:~.:mwm~u.

now that we do our complaints in a more

fashion.

the
some

is that we have to do something about the

the Commissioner and through
some

to be there. And that's one of the reasons
us in the future. Thank you•
Also present is the President ProTem of
he can devote his time to. He has been very
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in

his time and his

clout-~

of it -- to the insurance issue. And
some remarks

wish to make an

this

have a statement
comments with a

like to make. And

like

made by the new president of the Association

Insurance Companies, Mr. Thomas

~

n.enea.~.

On February 10, he said:

a new era in California's insurance
. meet new challemzes and
areas. We must also
with their needs."

~

changes in
our customers and

because the insurance

Now,
Mr. Kenealy's

at every turn, the insurance

formidable resources to
$80 million and the most

has used and is

escape, and elude Proposition 103 and the will of the
e.l'I>~Jt::.u.~l

industry is hoping to win in court.

campaign in California history could not
their right in a democracy,

With
the insurance

I believe the court

ultimately affirm the

of Proposition 103. It's a question that will be resolved on another

day. As elected

have a more fundamental problem that relates to the
recently found that 6Z

of our political system. The

while 2.0 percent said it was bad.

that Proposition 103 was a
Despite the overwhelming sunnort
lower insurance rates.
Now, how can we

of those interviewed believe
The rest were undecided.

initiative, only 2.9 percent said they expected it to
the rates to go up or no change.

eAp.i.e~u.u.

cynicism of the political process? I suspect the answer would be

103.

easily seen after taking a look

how the insurance industry has responded to

Companies have threatened

their policyholders and leave the state. Companies have

their customers of their

charging higher rates. The Assigned Risk

112. percent rate increase.

California's largest

increase, costing

is now

a

million. Actions like these betray the insurance
a new era in California's insurance market &"ld

Mr.

the insurance industry has

to the customers.
was the dawn of a new
commitment and

commitment

to discover that

~-'

... ,.,.,..,,..,.,

who represent our constituents in Sacramento have a
to ensure that Prop. 103, both in spirit and to

letter, is

consumer advocacy office and to stop insurers from
standards
are a reflection
In

rates and send the Robbins' legislation to
103's mandate is

felt in

works, we have to ask.

have to show that Prop. 103's message is heard

like to

Robbins for his tireless leadership on this

C.I.OlUDilo

who have any

and clear.

103, this Committee under the leadership of the

formidable foe.
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is

ROBBINS:

ask that each

is on the issue of State
will try to

Senator Roberti. I'd like to start with two

their

the

witnesses

three minutes.

longer if you want. Pe12:szv

103 won, so you

Jerome Whitsell -- or Whitesell? --

here. You must be Peggy Richards. Please state your-- pull the mike close. State

name fo:r the

You're a State Farm
everyone is aware, State Farm has announced what

Our reason for our

based upon
computations, substantially
to about $150 million.

State

volume of State Farm

million. One of our staff members

it worked out

the largest auto insurance company in California.

It writes

when State Farm increases their

approximately
uan1es to

smaller

Obviously, Mrs• .1'\.lc:.ua.ru:s,
we always try to start with
aren't just statistics; these are

standpoint, you look fine as an individual case, and the reason
is to remind ourselves and everyone in the process that
with real problems. We will always appreciate those who are

willing to come forward and
I do have to comment on

that seems to have changed. It used to be if we wanted to

somebody to come forward

that most times the person would decline to state the name

their insurance company

were afraid of what would happen to them if

last hearing and the last
come forward. We're

did. Over

that they have changed and people are much more
on the table. I

name of the insurance company with

willingness of people to come forward without fear

that at least is a
retribution. Please tell us

MS. PEGGY

my name is Peggy Richards and I've been a State Farm
a few dollar increases during that time. I

policyholder
two weeks ago

renewal

was a 15 percent rate increase.

a

my
driver.

live, by the way?
California.

MS.
ROBERTI:
MS.

J:'U'VU.M.J:\..U

says, it says already been
why 15. I

again, was that?
six-month policy was increased 15

The note on here

because of my good driving record. I called the company to
And they said it was because of the area that I

at the same

I only drive four miles to work every day.

in.
I feel

this in. I can't believe that big business is able
great narusm

15 percent, and when I called -- I called a

Farm when I was less
this is

not

as much money as
official, but

what

talking to her, she said that she felt what State Farm was
they'd lose the litigation in June and that

wanted to

policyholders before they lost the litigation.

And that was

me, said. And I agree. I think that's what's

-5-

SENATOR ROBERTI:
are

says that
in the company.

are a

Do you feel

MS. RICHARDS: I did

IJt:ucu. I was totally -- this was uncxpe

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Let

you-- I presume there was nothing in your

would

been the basis for

I feel victimized.

increase?

MS.
CHAIRMAN

>.VU'.L.!'.LIUCC'il

these are

times

go

company.
MS. RICHARDS:

matter of fact, I went to a broker to see if I could

and she

you are because "'"'"'.,."hnii has raised
cheaper. 11 So I'm

you can't get in as a new
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
Van Nuys an insurance rate
the part-time staff over here
your ZIP code and

where I am ru<d

this.

have a, as you may or may not be aware, we have in our office in
service that we provide for anyone. You fill out a card. In
one and we put it

the computer and it can tell you for

the insurance company that has the lowest rate. The

is, as I said, these are

changing the insurance companies, which is one

why Proposition 103 had a

the reasons

required insurance companies to renew automobile insurance

policies in California.
Let me just say that I
pursue

you as I pledge to all my constituents that this Committee will
public the reasons for their rate increase. We

pursue legislation in

only increasing the penalties for

that violate

Proposition 103, but

for a freeze or legislation to declare any increases, excess

profits, and require that

to you.

I apologize for the

time when you should not have to face a 15

that you've been given one. I
Travelers case from the

be

March.

in that to make a
into

And I will request the Commissioner

argument that I don't think any rate increase of this
Court action and by definition it's excessive because

fact that it is not the time for
Let me also say,

company to be making $100 million rate increases.
people that have contacted our office in the San

not sure
overall rate

tell you that we will pursue participation as we intervene in
that we will pursue, intervene when the

the State Farm hearing
4

rate

believer in the P.R. statement issued by State
n:u::reas

for you. And I """"""''""'"'
them for a large amount of

see the numbers on how they compute it. But
that you personally have no option except to issue a check to
you.

--is it Whitsell
MR. JEROME WHITSELL:

sir. My name is Jerome Whitsell, and I came in

-6-

I have to say that I'm not a State Farm
with the rate increases that are
rate

wrote
The company

on since

And it seems like Prop. 103 has not

,\.nd I -- apparently this is a

throughout the industry and that the increases

on for

different reasons that they claim they have, which is basically cost. Now in my case,
me. So when I go to work, I drive out of ZIP code; and my accident rate becomes

rating

I go to work than where I live, but my :rate is determined by the ZIP code I live
should go

record to determine rates and I think

103

I mainly told you in my letter is that, it is just very short, if these increases go

lllt~..:w:uJ.en):!t::u

that

all the other insurance companies will soon follow suit. And if we had a live :rate increase among
industry, it will mean the will of the

means very little and

have the initiative

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Let me assure you this Committee and the California Senate is committed
that in the first legislative action to come before the Senate, Senate Bill 103, which
increase the penalties on insurance companies who violate the law -- we were successful at 12ettine: 27
votes with the assistance of Senator Roberti. Senator Green was a yes vote also with Senator
assistance, and that I hope, I pray, I think that the political winds are

and that one

California politicians are coming around to believe that they have to start

one

the oeoole who

pay for their policies and giving them more consideration than the insurance

to heln them

finance their campaign. And I hope that that will produce the political act we needed for
Any questions, Senator Green, Senator Roberti? Thank you very much. Harvey,
MR. HARVEY ROSENFIELD: Mr. Chairman, Senator Roberti, Members of the

my

name is •.•
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: You need to state --I'm sorry.
MR. ROSENFIELD:. ••• Harvey Rosenfield, Chair of Voter Revolt, the
organization which put Prop. 103 on the ballot and through our aggressive campaign brought
The testimony of the two witnesses you've just heard is just a tiny
number of
demonstrates

vast

of an

who have been in t.ouch with our office in the last month and a half. The
that the majority of the public in California shares the

and Senator Roberti alluded to; and that is that the will of the people has been
Supreme Court in staying the rate increases -- or they started staying the rate rollback which
provided-- has created a situation in which the courts have -- in which the
advantage.

raised their rates. And State Farm, as the largest insurer in

to accomplish the ultimate act of thumbing its nose at the people of California

pi:W!t:::>

have
has

in the midst

this

increasing their rates across the board. Why are they doing this? I think
look at it as part of a deliberate campaign to discredit Proposition 103, not
throughout the United States.

in California

I'm not sure if the .Members of the Committee have seen these

advertisements, but in the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal and other

Eastern

the insurance industry has taken out whole-page ads attacking Proposition 103 and urging lawmakers and
the public not to, quote, "fall" for another 103.

They're spending an announced $90 million on this

-7-

national campaign.
•~nftuuV!.n.l'\1

ROBBINS:

been joined

MR. ROSENFIELD: $90 million for a national

Add that to

failed California campaign, and we have an industry which has an
inno\tative secret about how they plan on raising money but I think we all understand
You said, and I'm going to take issue with it

that you

acceptable job. Under

103, if the

the

could be written that

because no

of Insurance is the

.

itself took care
Insurance

implemented by some enforcement agency, and the appropriate one is the Department
think they've done a lousy, unacceptable
with what

insurance companies are

• And when you combine

of enforcing
in

our

in the insurance industry provoking a constitutional confrontation
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

Let me clarify one thing.

the will of the

I did not quite give them so blanket an

endorsement as to say that they were doing an acceptable job of
try to, as much as possible, get the Department and this Committee

ent

Proposition 103, I've tried to accentuate the positive, to comment on a

coume

took that I felt

particularly the action against State -- against Travelers -- that the
adequate actions and for which I have commended the Department in the

I'd given my

gratitude if they had done those things quicker. They took the action on Travelers after this
pushed them.

They took the action on State Farm with respect to rate discrimination

this

Committee and Senator Roberti pushed them.
I am trying as much as possible to start off on a positive vein to make it easy for the

Commissioner to use the legal opinion we've given them, to come forward and make
However, that doesn't add up to my saying that I feel that overall they've done an
implementation.
MR. ROSENFIELD:

Well, I'd like to put ourselves, Voter Revolt, on record as
that the commission

on this point. I think we all felt, after Prop. 103

Department's entitled to their honeymoon of sorts. We wanted them to have a chance to
statements and actions that they have taken
We've run out of patience. It's February already.

has

103, but the

been more than three months

the voters passed 103. And the failure of the Deukmejian administration to

ent

is

~

and the

a constitutional confrontation between the people who run the
could own the government in the ultimate sense, which is the voters.

1 think Roxani Gillespie and the Insurance Department is sittine on a time bomb.

nobody

understands. And the fact that the insurance industry has managed to

up the courts

in this has angered the public and has further hurt the integrity of government in
Let me get down to some basic

that have to be addressed.

Some

these

mentioned already. I would appreciate it, on behalf of Voter Revolt, if you would ask the Deoartment
Insurance at this hearing today: When are you going to begin to disclose the rate atmlications and
-8-

materials provided to the

of Insurance as they're required to under

insurance companies? Number
many other

almost one month ago, Voter

-- submitted a petition to the Department of Insurance

implement a proceeding

define a noncancellation, nonrenewable

We'd like to know when

103.

to hear back and, most importantly, how

we can schedule the

hearings and begin to address that issue. The insurance companies claim
Commissioner an

means. Now
omn:ns::none:r be

to file it for them.

will the Legislature include some

the insurance companies to understand the point clearly? When will the Department
of all insurance rate increases which has to begin in November of

procedures for requiring
1989?

supposed to J..,..,..,...,.n

addressed by the

end of the freeze a.."ld rollback

1>:>::u.um::r

Another

has to

is the development of appropriate rating factors. The sunnlantin11 of

territorial rating system would assist in relying primarily on driving safety records. When will those
proceedings begin?
Finally, we've got a vast number of abuses by the insurance companies out there that seems to be
wholly unaddressed by the commission, for example, that Triple A is sending out a.11 offensive
discriminatory inquisition-like questionnaire to their membership, to their customers, askin2 them
their drinking and smoking habits are without any basis and without any approval by the commission as
required by Proposition 103. And then we have this issue of Coastal Insurance which soent

million

this ridiculous initiative, suddenly, after four or five different kinds

somehow came up with, on
of notices to its customers,

becoming insolvent.

When is the Commissioner and the Department going to take effective action to
kinds of situations from arising? We'd like to have the answers to those questions. And for the customers
of State Farm in particular, I think the answer has to be that it's time for them to shop around. State
Farm happens to be the

carrier. That means it has a very large block of customers

could exert tremendous pressure on this company. I think it's time that the customers of State
no to State Farm

another company because there's

that would be only too

100 percent of State Farm's market share and

a company

by treating its customers more fairly. Thank you, Mr.

carrier in the
CHAIRMAN

to

say

Thank you, Harvey. I've written down your questions, five

word

for word. And Charlene, I will -MS. CHARLENE MATHIAS: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN

-- read them.

SENATOR GREEN: Mr.
bill 2oin11 through, or

I might give Harvey one answer on those five because
or going across the desk soon, to protect the oolicvholders from the

companies who may become insolvent. So that issue, I'm addressing.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Steve Miller, ICAN.
MR. STEVEN MILLER: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Senator Green, and Members.
Executive Director

Insurance Consumer Action Network, a nonprofit, a

-9-

Steven

consumer organization

protecting insurance to consumers.
context the imnact of this State Farm

Mr.

numbers

It is a basic theory of economics that the

of every other

There's no question that State Farm is the

nationally in California,

leader both

something in the order of 2.0 percent market share of
California which is under 20 percent. In 1987, the

automobile insurance business
State Farm with

The next closest

e share some

insurance

in fiscal damage, comprehensive collision
under $1

a

euuum volume of

r-nvnn.,.i-

liability alone was Farmers

Farme:rs with $587 million. So

Farm

a substantial gap in the amount of

the num her of

impact in the
There is further

the long-term market

maintaining that posture because

State Farm seems to be assured

market share is high and rising and they have a

low

structure. This company has been very profitable nationally and in California.

In the last year that we have examined specific numbers, State Farm, on a direct cash and asset
basis, have net proceeds of some

percent to investment, as calculated on the basis that, when

compare it a stock company.

the point is exactly right.

company, a company

to its policyholders.

profitability of the

will.

policyholders in the fashion
is behavior of State Farm

at least to this point, is to make

The policyholders have a stake in

The profits are supposed to accrue to the benefit of

dividends or future rate decreases. What we're

in California

irreconcilable on the basis of empirical data.

Now I'd also like to comment
we know. Their attitude

State Farm holds itself as a mutual

the posture of the Department of Insurance as of the moment
been made a matter of public record, that they have been
records that Proposition 103 requires them to make. Those would

be the data with respect to

insurance companies or the applications or the disclosure

financial statements contained

ready-application requests.

Yesterday, I visited the
member of the public
And I was told
about insurance
available to the public, would
statements would ~M~~•r~
group could prepare to
The supervisor told me
questioning,
division.

of Insurance office. I began at the
to inquire about the information on

Department's information desk, by a sunervisor. that the
filings in general, and State Farm in

And she said it was

the annual statements. Obviously, nothing contained in the annual
analyze of this rate filing so a member of the

OJ:' CUllSUlU

represent to the public desk the rate hike in the

interest.

Proposition 103 is not going into effect until next year.

suggestion, if I wanted this information, I musn't need it, that
November of '89. And she said that no
Department had were filings made in the

as you

that would be

asked for another supervisor to come down from the financial

was not

that

insurance

rec;a_u

were made under
ent bulletin

companies making rate changes greater than 10
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to

the

some written justification with the Departm
that that data was

Insurance Consumer Action Network

as well. As you

forced to file suit in c ..... .,..~

Court to

data from the

of

in this

for

declined our

This, the supervisor informed me, that the Department was still

to decide what to

103 on these specifics, even though she was armed with her copy of 103; I was arm
her copy of the law; I had mine. Yet we were reading very different tnmQs
I was then-- when she realized that I was

information, they sent down an attorney

on

trVlnQ'

to pursue

of Insurance

the

came down and he said-- I asked him about the filings in general, and State Farm in
"They're not filed nor are they

to file."

within 103."
I asked him about the public availability of this information. Now we walked
of Proposition 103. Again, he maintained the position that Proposition 103 was not
were no public disclosure required, deemed under Proposition

that

And then he said that-- as a matter

of fact, the Department of Insurance had been meeting on the subject and it was their intention to make
the documents public but they would give State Farm notice of their intention to make these documents
public. But they would give State Farm two days' notice before

would make the documents

and that Mr. McClaran said that they would make the documents public perhaps next
was his position that these were not public documents. And in probing as to whether, what the nature of
the documents were and whether the Department had received a filing per se, Mr. McClaran said this
not an application. It was not an application for a rate increase; it was not a

when we

at the provision of Prop. 103 that required that a company, a desire to make any

rn#'lno"'

:required to file an application, Mr. McClaran said, "This was not their desire."

This was

because they had already put the rate into effect. They put it in
said that it was

necessarily they had no desire. It was something they'd already done and
and the Department of Insurance's opinion that the provisions of

n-~-~

103 do not

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify. The consumers of C
the hard work of this Committee and the
D

of Insurance.

Le~Zislature

is now

makin~Z

to

It does seem that the Department of Insurance is

Legislature's pressure and we appreciate it. I'd be happy to answer any
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: In addition to the pressure today, we're trvin!l to
every

to-- we're not prejudging anyone. We're giving them every
use the legal opinions we furnished them, to clear up any ambiguities on whether
for the Commissioner to release the information and we'll

them every

forward. And I'm trying today to give them the kindest, gentlest rhetoric that I and the other
the Committee can provide them, to encourage them, to take that action.
MR. MILLER: Thank you, Senator.
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: Mr. Pete Ingham, General Counsel, State Farm Insurance,
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don't wish to be mean to someone who's come all the way out from
before our Committee. You basically heard the comments said before. Our concern,
the size of your rate
~:iming

which we interpret it as

it, that it comes in a time when the Supreme Court is

voters who voted that insurance rates should come down.

Why don't I ask the question of how much the actual impact is and

9.6 percent on many of the policyholders. We would like your comments on those.
like your

on

the staff advised you on how much money

campaign to defeat Prop. 103 and pass Proposition 104 and the

information to back

increase and also if you object to it being made public.
MR. PETE

Senator Robbins, Members of the

Farm Insurance Companies

here today at your request to discuss the causes of State

Mutual rate increase of 9.6 percent. We have also received a notice that there will be an administrative
hearing before the Commissioner of Insurance regarding the rate increase on March ZO. We believe the
administrative hearing before the Commissioner is the appropriate public forum, nublic forum to nrf>sPn
the actuarial basis

(inaudible)

• However, we are prepared to discuss with your Committee

factors which led up to this decision.

What I'm doing today is responding to the written

received from the Committee and I believe I responded to all of the
what

except the one

uca..~.m~

effect will have on our competitors. We don't know the answer to that
Currently, State Farm Mutual of California insures 2. 7 million vehicles.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Do you have a copy of the statement?
MR. INGHAM: Yes.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: If we could, if you would give a copy to us. If he has

conAes for distribution.
MR. INGHAM: I may depart from the script.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Feel free to leave all the time as well.
MR.

State Farm Mutual in California insures approxim

2.7 million

current premium is $1.7 billion annually for voluntary and assigned risk business. The annual
the recent 9.6 percent increase is estimated to be $149 million on an average

less than$ .25 per

per policy in California.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Or you can say it in another way. That's $60 a
MR. INGHAM: Right. The increase of Los Angeles

will average

percent and

million in additional revenue annually. We have stated increases, a
total premiums, earned

State Farm of California since less than 10

carried only minimum liability coverage. But you should note

of our

since rates are being raised

coverages that pay for personal injury, liability, and uninsured motorist's coverage, the average increase
persons who

carry the minimum financial responsibility limits would be 17

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Let me stop you for a second to be sure I understand this -- my
Reseda who came forward, who said that she had a 15 percent policy

-lZ-

if she pays --

she carries is people of modest means, the people who are, a lot of the working
only minimum insurance, the minimum legal
:reflection of what would be a

inC

insurance, that her 15 percent is

an accurate

premium increase for a policyholder who canies minimum

3ince the average would be 17 percent.
MR. INGHAM: Yes, and no physical damage coverage and which that group would reflect about

10 percent of our policyholders.
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: Doesn't that mean that the people who carry insurance who are forced. the
people who are in the bottom half,
to, not because they can afford it but because

who carry the minimum

coverage that thev have

have to comply with the

are going to be the ones

MR. INGHAM: That's a very real possibility. I couldn't give you a

of who carries the

who have to pay a 17 percent premium increase?

minimum policies but the more modest incomes would be in that group. You would expect also that
probably are older vehicles, in that they do not have any physical damage coverage. But as you'll see it in
our charts, the reason it comes out that way is our fairly large losses are on the injury side of the
equation. The physical damage vehicle side of the premium is doing very well in California and in most of
the country.
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: Well, you say you would think that the people who are going to have to pay

17 percent are of lesser means don't, all of the actuarials tell you that the company does; and

all the

profiles that you do indicate that the person who buys the minimum policy is a person in the lower half
economically?
MR. INGHAM:

We don't have any profile, Senator, as to the type of policy that is bought

individuals. My guess would be it's probably the young person with an older vehicle.
get a

CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: You sell $1.7 billion a year of insurance in California and you
profile in who buys your policies?
MR. INGHAM: Not by the policy limits. No, sir, we do not.
CHAmMAN ROBBINS: When you put out your P.R. statement announcing the 9.6 rate
did you happen to mention that it was a 17 percent increase for the person who buys the minimum
MR. INGHAM: No.
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: Please go on.

MR. INGHAM: We did mention at first that it applies only to the injury, personal injury coverage.
Statewide premium increase for private passenger vehicles varies from 9. 7 to
increases in all of the territories in Los Angeles averaging 9.9, except for Santa

with rate
where the

increase was 9.8.
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: Was that because you want to be kind to Harvey? (Laughter)
MR. INGHAM: I have to tell you I didn't know where Harvey lived. (Laughter)
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: But now you want to increase Santa Monica?
MR. INGHAM: No, the number is solid. The Committee asked for information

State

Farm's history of rate changes in California during the past decade and I have attached my testimony of
information concerning rate changes since January 1, 1980. You'll see the overall average increase for
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all coverages combined, including the most recent

this 5.2 percent per year. The

those rate increases are on coverages that pay for personal injury. In fact, the rates
coverage,

and collision, have

decreased since January 1

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: And since the rates are decreasing,

(inaudible)

to

03.

it's

a major decrease. You won't have any problem complying with the provisions of Prop. 103.

MR. INGHAM: Well, if you, perhaps, Senator know the history of State

if we have a year

where we have unexpected profits, we do pay dividends. We have not paid any in California in the 1980s.
In the

we

dividends

believe, $1,500 and

the way we invest.

The current outline of State Farm's history of rate changes reflect the fact that there's no :rate
increase taken by State Farm in 1988. In hindsight, particularly in light of the substantial underwriting
laws that we've experienced in California during 1988,

the company should have

rate increase prior to November 8, 1988, as many of our competitors did. If so, perhaps we wouldn't
here today.
without the

We do think that it's rather unusual for an auto insurer in California to go the year

rate increases and that represented quite a bit of restraint on our part going into the question: Why now?
Well, there's never a good time to put in a rate increase. That's the reality.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Your reason for not doing a rate increase in the latter of, or after, 1
was because you thought the people in California might pass Proposition 104?
MR. INGHAM: Yes, sir, that's correct.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Proposition 104 garnered, if I'm not incorrect, 24 percent of the vote?
MR. INGHAM: I believe that's right.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: You invested, if I'm not mistaken, an excess of $7 million in the
MR. INGHAM: That is correct.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: You didn't have perhaps a pollster who was telling you how you were
MR. INGHAM: Yes, we did. We certainly did.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: I

want to pry, but how did he tell you you were doing?

MR. INGHAM: I do recall the poll two weeks before the election which indicated that there was
favorable trend towards Proposition 104.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Favorable trend?
MR. INGHAM: Favorable trend.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: In the Legislature, if we had a colleague who had a favorable

and as

a result of the favorable trend, received 2.4 percent of the vote, we refer to them as a former

MR. INGHAM: I will say personally I was skeptical of that, the diagnostication of that at the time.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: I don't mean to seem skeptical of the explanation of

there was no rate

increase in the latter part of 1988, but some people could conclude that it was feared that if the
company in the state had a rate increase before the election, that that would encourage the
policyholders to be upset and vote for Proposition 103 or 100.
MR. INGHAM: Yes. One could say that.
-14-

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

But please continue.

You have been very kind about

our

We're getting a lot of very helpful information.

very

MR. INGHAM: Now when State Farm did act on our need to increase rates,
increased cost of claims

paid in California.

At that point in

Supreme Court would schedule oral arguments in the heavy litigation.

was to

the

we did not know when the
Our position is that the

constitutional defects in Proposition 103 are so fundamental that the initiative cannot be

bv the

California Supreme Court, and we expect the Court's ruling should have no impact on the
recent

decisions.

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

Therefore, no reason to prepare for the

that it mi12:ht take

effect. Is that decision approved by the same person who saw the favorable trends on

104?

MR. INGHAM: The favorable trend person was outside of the State Farm
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Independent consultant?
MR. INGHAM: Yes. As a practical matter, Senator, our prior diagnostication might not have been
very good, I think our plan .••
SENATOR ROBERTI: What do you mean?
MR. INGHAM: As to what action we might have taken at State Farm

our

group which one might pass.
SENATOR ROBERTI: So was the plan actually before the passage of Prop.

and defeated

others to shift to your subsidiary company all the new policies in the State of California at a

rate?

MR. INGHAM: That was one of the alternates and obviously the one selected, yes.
SENATOR ROBERTI: And that was the decision that was arrived at before,

103, based

on contingency that 103 might pass?
MR. INGHAM: It was an alternate before the election. The final decision was made

election.

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: You wouldn't want to tell us what the other alternates were, would
MR. INGHAM: I think my memory is failing. (Laughter)
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: I didn't think you would.
MR. INGHAM: My point here, seriously, I don't recall. There's so many other alternates.
SENATOR ROBERTI: Senator, at least our witness is being candid.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: I don't want to disturb that.
SENATOR ROBERTI: Past witnesss we've had have indicated that these decisions that were m
maybe one day or two days before Prop. 103 passed, were absolutely coincidental and had aoso.m
nothing to do with the decision of the voters and weren't retaliatory at all. I don't recall if any

those

witnesses were from State Farm. But clearly, insurance companies that have come before us and said
the decisions were not retaliatory and you in effect were saying that they were
your intent wasn't punitive but

were retaliatory. We'll get to whether it was punitive or not on

another day. So I appreciate the candor.
MR. INGHAM:

Senator

it was not retaliatory. The planning that went in to various

on the effect they have upon State Farm and our policyholders went to what did pass and what
did not pass. And the decision concerning discontinuing the Mutual Company was a combination and that
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there was nothing to reduce
your

SENATOR ROBERTI:
•

You're

this decision was made on a

on election day. It was made before election

based

You had

a number of alternatives.

not retaliatory, I don't know what is. As I

wasn't to be punitive -- I tend to

it was but that's not the point here -- but it was a retaliation, a

the

retaliation in the sense of a
MR. INGHAM: We

a necessity, Senator.
it as a response in whether, in

with you, want

I think any, any dictionary you

to be hostile to the

open up would say that

that fits under the
MR. INGHAM: I

find that the decision

group in that we Luuui::u

our current_

protect the assets available for

and we did continue

to write up the new vehicles for our current policyholders which is approximately

vehicles a year

in California and we

was necessary. Proposition 103, if all of the money issues had gone

into effect, would have reuuceu

rates for State Farm auto insurance by about 55 percent.

CHAIRMAN
SENATOR GREEN:

you go on, Alan, I'd like to get a point across here. Every time I sit in

the hearings here, we keep
laws too.

to 103 as the law of the land, and it is. However,

And what I see

Commissioner previous to

here is actually rate increases.

been trying to find is having the laws adhered to and all the
to

we still have the old laws that a:re
MR. INGHAM:

How did we file with the

And you had to let them know the intent of the rate increase. And as far

as my records are concerned
things that were done

103, we had

Senator

Proposition 103, that there
Department; although the

because we hear this all the time. It's a new day after 103, yes. But
in effect.
it would be my conclusion that before the election of

:requirement to file rate increases with the California Insurance
does have a bulletin which requests or it tells you to file

it

exceeds 10 percent <.Ulnuau
SENATOR GREEN:
down by the

what I'm saying is there have been regulations, whether it was
it's been set down by legislation, there is a

bulletin we just talked

should notify to the State that you're

been in effect for years.

to do with 103.

MR.

whether there was a need
the filing and that's fine
of auto insurance rates -and had no difficulty with that.

to raise rates.

going to the current filing, the real question in our mind is to
a filing with the State Insurance Department. We chose to make
think the tension that's been generated in California with the level
the largest, as you've mentioned -- we even
would just as soon have it examined so we can somewhat put the

decision to rest.
CHAIRMAN
statement that the insurance

here to help you get it examined. Let me back up to your
increase is a necessity.
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MR. INGHAM: Yes.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

I disagree with your terminology.

Who is

?

Medicine is a

A rate increase for an insurance company is not a necessity. It is one

of the

numbers but those numbers include that you spent $7 million on political campaigns in 1988. It includes a
massive number that goes into reserve of $1.7 billion in annual premium. What, how much of that money
goes into a reserve for future losses?
MR. INGHAM: I'm sorry. I don't recall that number. According to our reserves, I think
in the

find,

of State Farm. as many regulators do, and the Internal Revenue

practices have not changed over the years and they're exceedingly accurate and we have not come into
any problem with any state or federal regulator regarding our conservative methodology.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: But the regulator looks at it from a

to ask a

Have you placed a sufficient amount of money in reserve?
MR. INGHAM: Yes.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Do you have an approximation of how much your annual reserves are?
MR. INGHAM: No, I'm sorry. I didn't look that up before I came.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Do you have with you something you could look that number up on?
MR. INGHAM: It's very possible. Are you suggesting, Senator, that we're over-reserved?
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

I'm suggesting that the dollar figure for reserves would comnrise the

largest portion of that $1.7 billion. Clearly, it's a number that's hundreds of millions of dollars.

u·s a

number that you determine yourself internally.
MR. INGHAM: Yes, that's correct.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

And therefore, if you are overly cautious, from the standpoint of the

company to the extent of an extra hundred million dollars in reserves -- an extra $7 5 million in your
reserves -- that it would account for a substantial portion of the rate increase. And, in fact, if not
closely

from a standpoint of excess reserves, would obscure the entire process.

MR. INGHAM: To respond, Senator Robbins, State Farm Mutual is primarily auto insurance. And
the reserves for auto insurance are not overstated. The dollars move through the system quite auicklv. I
noticed in my statement I indicated how rapidly a liability claim of personal injury, and with
you don't have an overstatement, like you might have a medical malpractice or

And

every examination of our reserves by the Internal Revenue, for example, and State Insurance
Departments, indicate that we do not overstate.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: You have me at a disadvantage because I do not have a copy of your filing
with the Department. We have --I presume you got a copy of our packet when you came in.
MR. INGHAM: Yes.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Including the letter from the Attorney General saying that the information
the Commissioner in the rate making process is publicly available.
in the process of that public examination.

You've indicated your desire to

Does State Farm have any obiection to the

application and materials filed with the Commissioner being made publicly available?
MR. INGHAM: We do not have any problem with the rate filing being made public. I'm not sure that
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your reference is to the
CHAIRMAN

the

it's the rate

MR. INGHAM:
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

a copy with you?

MR. INGHAM:
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

Farm be

and to the

to make a copy available

this

it?
that decision be m

but!
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
MR. INGHAM:

mean that you're declining to give us a copy of the rate
a practical matter, we did those in the other states. And

been my .,.,.,..,.,..,.,

depending upon the State

become part of the

timing varies.

that a :rate

does

I would anticipate that a copy will be made

available to you.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: I

that as well. I've asked everyone on the Committee to take as
Department, to encourage them to do that. I'm at a disadvantage in

positive approach as

having a copy of the rate filing in front of me.

being able to ask you

computing the $149 million figure in the rate filing, did your people

Let me ask you a
take into accou.'lt on investment

all factors, including the increasing crime rate that's taken

this week, which would

investment yield and therefore decrease the amount of money

necessary on rate filing?
if the rate filing is made by State Farm, they can move out all

MR. INGHAM: Number
investment income earned

Farm Mutual to determine our financial position in this state.

Secondly, the filing was

June 2.3. And I guess the third point would be the prime rate would
Farm's investment income. Approximately 80

not really be much of a

of the

bonds, long term, and they move up the prime rate, short

investments of State Farm
with very little
CHAIRMAN

.,,.,t;uau.a,

since the first of the year,

If you have $1.7 billion of total premium in the amount that

omnu> in the yield, in

you hold for a period of years,
MR. INGHAM:
bonds and

them to

CHAIRMAN
as the

1. 7 billion of

have a 1ug.ut:r

been increased 25

2.5 basis points is $25 million.

that example. You can't -- are you suggesting

the older

•u~:;~A,:A

then the amount would get eaten up on your commission. But
and as you're having increased funds available, you're
increased funds than you would have

to

at the first of

the year.
MR. INGHAM:

And I think you'll find, assuming you, at some

see our rate

to.
MR. INGHAM:

that in the mathematical approach, rate making by State
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that we include all investment income and has turned it into the future as best we can.
to !live full credit to that.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

then

be pleased to see it when I see it. But you want to leave that

however --I don't want to put words in your mouth-- but I presume State

decision to the

Farm will stipulate officially for the record that State Farm has no objection to the Commissioner
releasing to the public the rate filing?
INGHAM: That is correct.
That should

helpful because

since you

you're willing to waive on the issue of
MR. INGHAM: Yes.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: -- then that eliminates one

uu<>;:uu.ac

t::J.duuJ=:

to

Char, to make it real easy for you on this which is why we started our kinder, gentler letter this morning.
Assemblyman Epple?
ASSEMBLYMAN BOB EPPLE: A slightly different subject having to do with this. The
Risk Program recently announced some rate increases. One of the insurance companies have stated that
those that are not on the Assigned Risk Program have been subsidizing the Assigned Risk Program. And
your company, since it's the largest insurer, you also have the largest assigned risk pool.
MR. INGHAM: Yes, that's right.
ASSEMBLYMAN EPPLE:

Was that

Did your rate increase include a decrease in that

included as part of this price increase?
MR. INGHAM: No, it was not.
ASSEMBLYMAN EPPLE:

So in actuality, the current request will be hardly necessary if the

assigned risk rates are increased by 100 percent?
MR. INGHAM: Yes. I should say, Senator, that when you see the, assuming you see, when vou see
the rate filing, that the total financial needs of rate making gives you an indication of what your needs
are. That was not 9.6; it was a much larger number. We chose to take less than they indicated, l!oimz back
to the

•

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: What is apparently State Farm's surplus and retained

t:d..nun'""

MR. INGHAM: Unassigned surplus would be about $8.2 billion and that comes out to"'""..,..,""
per

··

CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: So that if you lose that -- so that if you were to fail to get the$
rate

1nr...

million

.,.:o..,.,. the worst thing that would happen is your unassigned surplus would go from $8.2 billion to
billion?

MR. INGHAM: I believe that it would go down more than that, Senator Robbins, in that if you look
at California alone, 1988, in our financial statement of the payable, I think about two weeks, and filed it
in California, you'll find that in California, in 1988, that taking our premium

our investment

that we suffered a net loss and dollars came out of surplus to finance California. Give me just a
second and

the number.

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Okay. I'll give you just a second. Could you, at the same time, could you
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look

some pages and

number on how much your annual reserves are?
If I could, I think I can take you

MR. INGHAM:
If

look

what

mumg response to the

,::ommittee and g1ves you

collected and what we

for us, and I think for everyone

out. Now in

clear

that California -- we've not been able to cover our losses and

expenses, even after

of investment income. The average earned

State Farm Mututal on a

per

in California, including the rate
on this business is

than

(?). We

loss on State Farm

even after a

--or $459,000 per day or $168 million annual. Now those losses

rate increase, will be about

the math, it works out that

go and help the
including credit for investment ~"'-'"''"u

lose

or $124 million per year.

on top of page 6 about the lost reserves, there's not a number

Can I comment, Senator
there. But I do indicate that

reserving practices have not changed and our exnerience

that

they've been exceedingly accurate.
Notice 5 on page 6, Senator
Committee, about

they referred, in response to another question from the

In the late 1970s, the investment income

income.

approximately 7 percent of earned premiums.

11 percent of earned

Currently, our investment income is

provision for underwriting profit

included in our

rate levels, has been moved downward. And our total financial needs approach to rate making, we plan
for zero underwriting

to

made up by investment income.
and every one of the numbers, included in your rate filin2. is

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

if the investment income isn't overly conservative, then this

accurate, if they're not
is a revenue making increase. This
of the

an increase that would result in no, in a zero balance at the bottom

_

MR. INGHAM:

not

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
company will not make a
MR. INGHAM:
rate

assumption, your statement

that when this is all

your

or loss from the premium revenue in California will increase.
my statement is that our loss will be. after nutting in this

full credit
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
for investment
then the
MR. INGHAM:

I follow that.

income, the loss will be $340,000 per
the assumptions for reserves that your company came
and assuming those are correct, if

and your
been

result in your company increasing its unassigned surplus.
Senator

conservative in our reserves,
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

if I understand the question, I believe if

been

would lose more money because we hadn't set aside
define my terms -- "overly conservative" in terms of protecting

the company, which is the

trained your actuaries to be, "overly

"conservative"

million in reserves for what turns out to be $450 million in actual

losses paid out.
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in terms of

MR. INGHAM:

possibility as exceedingly remote, but

our total reserves of State

a portion of

~~~~~5:L~

that there's not a
,cmvision that

about 17

in mind the fact that of
is in California. And the fact

in our insurance claims, we are very close to the market. I

rate increase needs.

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: I do want to thank you for your candor and I do want to thank you for

waiving any objection to

the public of your rate filing as well as your

want to thank you

with the information that the rate increase means that poor

will need

_

will

17 percent. The reason

your minimum policy, will be

I
peuo1e

rate increases of

important that rate filings on this and other companies be made

public when they're filed is

happen.

And instead of the public just

will go up by 9.6 percent,

headline, that say the
the 17 percent increase on

on the

a headline, news
you

aware of

policy and would not have had to wait till today to find out

about that.
if I could comment on some things I did not mention in my statement.

MR. INGHAM:
When you were asking about

decisions, like closing down the Mutual Company or the rate

increases, State Farm is

that we are a country-wide concern. Our approach to the auto

insurance business, the homeowners in the long term, each state should stand on its own.
should not be asked to subsidize
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
insurance initiatives and you

So

Jersey or Massachusetts. There are some short-term

California
to this.

take the $7 million that you spent on trying to influence the
that against your California policyholders rather than prorating it

out nationally.
MR. INGHAM: Yes. But

for Massachusetts and New Jersey, to make sure that State Farm

from the rest of the

the operations in other states. The insurance commissioner in Iowa

does not subsidize
on

-~~~~ 7

carry you to the next point. We are receiving considerable pressure

of this week held a

to discuss whether he should forbid insurers writing in Iowa from

in California. He also considered the possibility that no rate increases would be granted in Iowa
or in Northern California.

similar •••
no objection if he wants to deny rate increases in Iowa.

CHAIRMAN
MR. INGHAM:

You cannot expect long term -- you have in California subsidized

by the other states.

has the unique distinction of being, what, 49th per capita,

expenditure for highways, and

first in personal injury liability claims. That was the hardest real

though.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
MR. INGHAM:

and do something with the civil justice system.

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
dollar of funding for road
MR. INGHAM:
CHAIRMAN

.1:'\.unn.u\!

of those that would have

:real problem is the condition of our roads?

much money did you give the Governor for his initiative for a billion
ents last year?
initiative?
a bond issue on the ballot June the 5th. A tiny fraction of a percent
billion dollars for highways, how much did State Farm contribute to
-21-

that campaign?
MR. INGHAM:

did

And I can say that in the last
when we

was

our involvement in the

ade such apolitical contribution. It is a very

likelihood it's the last.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

will not be that happy

those who, Harvey and the others, who will pursue these initiatives,

to

say that.

Senator Green, and then

to get onto •••
Senator Robbins. It seems to me that

would

any

in dollar for dollars for what is your

business, but I think in auto

there is a little different approach. It isn't

personal injury. What can
into my office.

in any

do and what do we do to

yes,

just the dollars on

those? I

b.,.,,A4"''"' that can be done to drop the losses

seen that com1nf!
they happen because

I've managed a company and I was president of a municipal cities on insurance and we would have
for each of our

is how do

that's what the insurance

our losses? Well, that's what your company should be doing and
should be doing, that is,

for your amount of

in,

those losses that you say are so

And we could all work together on that, and we should.

MR. INGHAM:

those comments, Senator. We have worked with regulators and

insurance companies in many areas concerning fraud and theft and cost containment.
exceedingly well on the vehicle

of the equation.

We've done

We've not done too well on the

personal side.
we haven't in the past lately. We're in a new way after Prop. 13.

SENATOR GREEN:
You cannot do business as you
the rates down for these

previously in this state. And so we all have to work together to
because they're the ones affected.
to visit with you about alternate methods of reaching that goal.

MR. INGHAM:

Monday morning at 9 o'clock in my office in Sacramento?
CHAIRMAN

KU.D.D.U'l

EPPLE: I'll
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

will be there.
there.
you should be aware of the holiday. Are you

to be here?

know what •.•

SENATOR
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

as much money and

say that -- and I only half facetiously make it. So if you would put
legislation to reform the system, as you put into the ballot in
been better results for the policyholders and for your company. But

only

that I

Committee are aware that
will be there pushing hard when
reasonable

-- all I can do is tell you that myself and Members

this

solution won't change the system but we hope that State Farm
time comes. And work with the Supreme Court releases Prop. 103 or
you will be there because your survival will

on it; it will

become a
MR. INGHAM:

our intention to stay in California. We have 5,000 employees, agents, more
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than 3 million policyholders, and we want to do business here.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: We like

that want to stay here, that say

the wasted energy on the threat to leave. But at this

will be

in this state, in my opinion, $

Jillion rate increase is not a good-neighbor thing to do.
MR. INGHAM: If I can say, Senator Robbins, before you're too harsh on it, you might go out and do a
little comparison shopping. I think with the 9.6 that you're going to find we're still among the best buys
out there and many of our competitors •••
ROBBINS: 17

for many of my constituents, because they

afford more

than just the minimum
MR. INGHAM: I think you'll find that that is one of the best buys out there, and the only alternate
that might be better is the Assigned Risk Plan.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Unfortunately, you wouldn't want to know the number of my constituents
that are forced to go to the Assigned Risk Plan. 10 percent of the people in the Assigned Risk Plan in the
State of California are residents of San Fernando Valley. Thank you very much.
Char, you have been awaiting this opportunity. I've tried to be as-- I was so kind and gentle but
Harvey accused me instead of being too kind and gentle. I've done this and provided your department
with a legal opinion from the Attorney General that says that application and any other information
provided to the Commissioner in the ratemaking process is publicly available.

asked State Farm to

indicate on record that they had no objection to your releasing it and that they would waive in the issue of
confidentiality. My exact-- I want to read it right. When are you going to begin to make public the rate
application and other materials as required pursuant to Prop. 103?
MS. CHARLENE MATHIAS:

Mr. Chairman and Members, I am Charlene Mathias with the

Department of Insurance. I take it you want to proceed with the questions that were posed first. So if
that's the procedure •••
ROBBINS: That's the procedure where perhaps we're going, though, if you wanted to
say anything about making public the information on the State Farm rate filing and what the Department
would be on-·- with respect-- what department policy would be with other rate filings, and if you want
to make any statement on that, you certainly have the opportunity to start there or to start with the list.
MS. MATHIAS:

begin in answer to your question.

The Department has made the decision to make the rate filing on State Farm

be

releasing it on Monday. We aren't necessarily doing this because we agree with the Attorney General's
statement here or with the fact that we have to do this under Proposition 103. The Commissioner, in the
spirit of Proposition 103, has made this decision, and we expect to make those available on Monday.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Okay, you are aware that Monday is President's Day.
MS. MATHIAS: That didn't come up. It may be Tuesday, Senator.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: I mean, I think it's very nice for the employees of the Department to be
willing to come in on Monday to make it available, but I think it wastes Steve Miller's time going down
there on Mondav since you're •••
MS. MATHIAS: I would suggest that he call first. And we will make it available to you, Senator, as
-23-

well.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
MS. MATHIAS:

you. What will be the Department policy on future rate
addressed that issue that I'm aware of. But once precedent was set, as

have

ou know, it's very difficult to

it although it's our position that these filings are made under our

statutory authority to examine our licensees. The law predates Proposition 103. The Commissioner has

said this hearing is an

hearing under prior law, not a proceeding under Proposition
these materials are and can be confidential.

our position, as I stated, is
she

Farm filing public. I assume in the

to do so also, but I cannot

Under the

of

it will be

certainty on that.
suggestion to the Commissioner would be that the Department

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
establish the policy in

rate filings are public, so that on the

the press and consumer

members of

will have access to them in order to give the nubllc some

information other than the P.R. statement that the company issues. If State Farm had done that on the
day their application, then we would have not just had a headline that said, "9.6 percent rate increase";
there would have been a subhead underneath it that said, "17 percent for poor people".
MS. MATHIAS: Senator, I think that in this case, she's-- the Commissioner didn't make it public at
the time because of the hearing. If

a public hearing, the filings, the rationale would be that the filings

process, not just as a matter of course when they're filed with the

would be public, and a
Department.

I will convey your sentiments to the Commissioner •••
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: In a kinder-- tell her it's-- I wouldn't have expected her to have done so
before now, but I'm jus""

the suggestion now or making a suggestion in the kindless- kindest and

gentlest manner possible, because

think by making that policy established in advance, it will provide so

that everyone knows what the rules are, and provide a situation where the information will get out the
day the filing is made.
MS. MATHIAS: I'll convey that to her.
CHAffiMAN ROBBINS:

Green, in a kind-- in the kindest, gentlest manner you can.

SENATOR GREEN:

kind. I normally am. I guess maybe we've reversed roles on this

today, but you'll be the

going to make our request with the Department in a manner that I

CHAffiMAN ROBBINS: If
think that is -- be at this

the most conducive of getting results that we would desire.
I guess there's an understanding then in my mind -- we have

SENATOR GREEN:

103.
areas of it has not been.

next time and I'll be the light. Today •.•

been ruled constitutional by the State Supreme Court; only two
The~

CHAffiMAN ROBBINS:

ruled in effect.

SENATOR GREEN: In effect. So that then preempted the old law, but 103's a disclosure. Then I
can't understand the

ent

saying, "We're going to work by the old law," so now you're

choosing which law to
MS. MATHIAS:

I

the rationale for our position that there is still a confidentiality
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provision in effect

is that prior approval provisions of Proposition 103 do not take effect until

November of 1989.

only two hearings- procedures provided for under the proposition, and

is one

adjacent

them. Since the prior approval, provisions are not in effect. It seems that there's
for a hearing without

(inaudible)

SENATOR GREEN: Well, but I can- I guess then I don't understand the bureaucracy, because I

would think-- that is when a company puts in and files for a rate increase, as State Farm
have no

and if

should the Department?
The Deoartment

SENATOR GREEN:

and ...

now. But this is sometime later. And all of us espec1aU

been told

that, you know, I think a legislative office, a Senator or an Assemblyman or a Speaker pro Tem or
not

of this government. We

puu.tn;.

not there as the

and

o.s.~~;.mg

even

the information out of your

for this information.

MS. MATHIAS: Senator, I think there are some provisions in the Public Records Act that when a
document is given to anyone, it would lose its confidential status. I don't believe the Legislature is
exempt.
When you say that the State Farm has filed for a rate increase, that's not under the prior approval
statute.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: They have made a rate increase and filed an information

(inaudible)

with the Department and the Commissioner has scheduled a hearing for the 20th of March for
determination on whether or not that rate is assessed.
MS. MATHIAS: Yes. The standard rule we would use is the standard under Proposition 103.
ROBBINS: Ah, that is what we would expect and I would hope you'd pass my suggestion
on to the Commissioner.
MS. MATHIAS: I will do that, Senator.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Why don't you go through the rest of the questions?
MS. MATHIAS: Well, basically, much of it is what has been said. We have scheduled a hearing for
the

which

aware of. We have made provision for members of the public to come in and

their testimony and notification to the Department. The filings will be made public to those persons.
We are
our

to have an informal hearing. There will be an administrative law judge ore::num12: is

at the mom

although that is strictly for purposes of running the show. Any recommendation

made to the Commissioner will be made, according to our thinking now by, you know, Department staff

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:

Will you please keep our office apprised of the procedures that will be

It is our

as it has with the hearing that was held for Travelers, to

that. And it would be ,..,....,.,.,.cr1

if you'd

in

me know if there's any -- whatever notice requirement

there is to be.
MATHIAS: There is a notice requirement, Senator. I think you have done it adequately this
CHAIRMAN

.1"\.VD.D.U'I

Okay. Thank you.
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MS.

on the

_. I think that

under which

the

and

our remarks U."'lless you have
me ask you one question -- when -- it was

fhen do

on the proposed

MS. MATHIAS: Ah, there
to resnond.

to noncancellation?

been a petition filed with the Department, Senator. We have 30
when it was filed. If the response has not been

be
thank you very
minutes on the

a

back

_

We. have one last
That was

on SCOC and State Farm. I've lost my agenda. Is it Debbie Daniels?
have a seat. State

name for the record. And we're

into Coastal so
MS. DEBRA DANIELS:
Daniels and

you, Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is Debra
South Central Organizing Committee. SCOC is an organization that

consists of 40 churches and 83
On November
insurance

families. I'm also a State Farm policyholder.
voters of California approved Proposition 103 to

the auto

Los Angeles, the South Central Organizing Committee mounted a
campaign. The support of Proposition 103 was

is not

This

Central residents whose right to afford automobile insurance has
been :redlined

tomooue insurance

Unfortunately, since the will of the people was made manifest, the
State Farm has spent over $7 million to fight against the auto

insurance reform.
We urge you to
ucu.u::ul:;(t::u

law

in your power to ensure that Proposition 103 speedily become the
State Farm not be allowed to raise its auto insurance

cancel

State Farm says, "like a good neighbor", they are there.
Would a

Would a good neighbor intimidate you? Would a good neighbor sue

State Farm has
elected

discontinue doing business in California. State Farm intimidates
contributions. State Farm is robbing Californians with its high auto

insUl'ance

a good neighbor?

As a

hard to afford the rates as they already are. I've been forced to go
I have a perfect driving record. There are other residents in

go on this program •••
CHAIRMAN

the Assigned Risk Plan, you understand, you're not under the
increase. You're in the 112 percent increase that has been

filed.

I~

MS.

clarifying that for me.

Our concern that
that we

allowed to continue to rise, we're going to be forced to pay for
would just urge you to do everything in your power to put a stop to
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this.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Tha.nk you very much.
MS. DANIELS: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN

That brimzs us to the subject of Coastal Insurance.

going to ask all the

people that are going to testify to come forward and take, since we have four seats, to take them in front.
Eva

Char
While

John Gates.

forward, the situation is simple.
is

a

<'rnnn:::>-nu

Coastal is, while not a

locally. Coastal has

" The Insurance Commissioner's

ad,

answered the
has--

one of our staff could

find •••
Senator Robbins.
ROBBINS: Yes?

on her way back. Charlene, you come up and take a chair next

to John.
The Insurance Commissioner has made a finding of insolvency and there have been press reports,
and I've heard to it as alledged that there was a $26 million dividend paid from Coastal Insurance to its
parent company and floating companies.

It is from a campaign fund.

You've spent $5 million on

Prop. 101 in 1988.
MR. HARRY MILLER: I'm not aware of any allegations ••
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: Pardon?
MR. MILLER: I'm not aware of any allegations.
vn.H.~lv!.M..n

ROBBINS: Well, that's why I wanted to have the opportunity to have you come before

the Committee. I refer to it as

that there was $26 million. Let me ask you a question: Is Coastal

Insurance
MR. MILLER: Yes.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS: When did Coastal become insolvent?
MR. MILLER: I couldn't tell you the exact date, but it was insolvent as of December the
to the Department of Examiners, in reading that testimony. I don't mean December the 30th.
mean :sentember the 30th, 1988.
Did Coastal spend the $5 million on the campaign or is that

CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
C

oarent who did?
MR. MILLER: The parent company spent the $5 million. The way Coastal has operated since the

start

that all

were in management corporations. And that has 1,100 employees and

the

6 and Coastal upstreamed each month the operating costs so that their management
company,

handled all the claims payments, all of the policyholders' service, and all of the other

insured functions.
CHAIRMAN ROBBINS:
MR. MILLER:
And

Okay.

So you upstreamed how much money during the year ending

know the exact figure but it doesn't have any relationship with $26 million.

normal --it was

normal operating procedure, was that every month for three years that
-27-

Coastal had

CHAIRMAN

have any

<:::AJ?l<:U.la

came from if it was

where the press

million

MR. MILLER:

contacted on it once.

Department or any other
a

never been contacted

anybody from the

Kenneth Reich was the only person who had brought it to my
~uJ<:.c~"""

Times. And he said that he had heard that there'd been a

$26 million

And my only comment was

before

Except for the one

never heard of it
I

no idea where

the story came from.
""L''J""''"'~

at the Department's financial report from your companies as

these assets
or

in the amount of

,17

?

are advances made with
allowable without

,175.00. Wasthat907

not admitted for this report and examination. These amounts
company.

These .amounts have greatly exceeded the numbers

the Insurance Commission-- but what it says, "from the
Department Code, Insurance --under the Insurance Company,

Insurance
holding company, section

California Insurance Code. I would presume that that's the source

of the $2.6 million

MR. MILLER:
CHAIRMAN
MR. MILLER:

yes.

$25,907,175.00 advanced?
That's shown on the company's financial statement filed on

September 30.

CHAIRMAN

those numbers greatly exceed the numbers allowable without
Commissioner?

MR. MILLER:

In other

so, but if there were operating costs of Coastal management.
in Coastal, we would have been -- the result would have been

that the Coastal

shown combined ratio of operating expenses and losses by itself.
done by a management company, the management company each

But since all
month received its

Coastal. And so all of the money was expended in terms of the

Coastal auto insurance
company out of business?

MR. MILLER:

will be filing for Chapter 7 bankruptcy sometime over the next

CHAIRMAN

any manner in which the parent company or the shareholder

week.

or the
uuLu~:::r

are being compensated by any company that is utilizing the

risk?

MR. MILLER:

uum~::r

risk", are you talking about owning a business separately

outside the
the determination of insolvency, there were reports that Coastal
out~of-state

company. It would not be subject to the rate rollback
-2.8-

103 since it would be a company who's not in business in California in November 1987.

provision of

the""'""""',... ... "" of that wasn't true.

MR. MILLER:

Is there any company that would, that was not in business in
on November

that is currently sending mailings to substantial numbers of Coastal

policyholders?

MR. MILLER:
collision,
of

a

my understanding that the company carriers, where it's comprehensive and
Insurance line of business which is a nonaffiliate carrier, will be sending notices
the Department and that they are not going to be soliciting: it in California.

The question of whether they will be able to renew or not is the question of 103, that hangs on the final
disposition of 103, that they don't plan ••.

--oOo--

Note: End of

not taped.
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Publtsher of Consumer Repor•s

0

Commissioner

Re:

of Insurance Rate Increases Under
lespie:

you
were
all
change
rate change.

report (see enclosed San Francisco Examiner
to identify all insurance companies who are
automobile insurance rates. The article reports
increases by state Farm and Geico but
auto insurance increases by at least two
reason for not disclosing the rate changes,
market share and the fact that the increases
• current law provides for disclosure of
This is a blanket requirement; it does not
a company's market share or the size of the
Coda Sections 1S61.05(c) and 1861.06, enacted
Proposition 103, you are required to provide
all applications for a rate change. This is
disclosure of all requests or notices of
your office since the passage of Proposition
be placed on the mailing list for
rate changes as provided in section
will expect copies of the filings, as
1861.07, upon request. Under the
1861.05 we have forty-five days, after
a hearing. We will also consider
under the provi
of section
prompt response to this request. Thank

s

1
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Senator Robbins=

requested our
on the
status of the
authority of
Department of Insurance under
103, in light of the Supreme Court~s partial stay

The Suoreme Court stayed only Insurance Code section 1681.01,
aubdivlsions (a)t (b), (d), and (e), and section 1861.10,
subdivision (c). The entire balance of .the initiative is now in
full

The

lback of premiums is not presently in effect because of
the stay of Insurance Code section 1861.01, subdivision (a).
1 insurers are not prohibited from raising rates at this
time because of the stay of Insurance Code section 1861.01,
subdivision (b). However, the Department of Insurance has the
to review any new or existing rate under the
, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory" standard of
Code section 1861.05, subdivision (a). While the
Commissioner's prior approval is not required for rate
u Insurance Code section 1861.05, subdivision (b) does
that a company intending to change a rate file an
with the commissioner. Pursuant to Insurance Code
1861.07, that application and any other information
the commissioner
the ratemaking process is publicly
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